Confidently Advise Clients on International Trade Policy, Negotiations & Enforcement Risk

The ever-growing complexity of international trade is at the top of the agenda for all global businesses.

With MLex real-time insight and analysis you can keep track of global trade negotiations, changing trade policies and trade disputes and enforcement (including anti-dumping-, anti-subsidy- and safeguard-probes in the EU and the US).

Our experts’ coverage focuses on major trade centers: the EU, the US and the UK, including their trade relationships with other nations.

Provide indispensable advice on potential risks linked to trade negotiations, agreements or disputes.

MLex real-time coverage helps ensure you are up-to-speed on the latest trade negotiations between the EU bloc and other nations, including talks on a post-Brexit trade deal and EU-China relations. We cover the latest on US relations with other nations; probes, trials and enforcement trends. Never miss key developments that could impact your clients or business and leverage a historical database of cases to inform your advice.

Detect new trade defense procedures and develop winning legal strategies.

With MLex commentary and analysis, you can anticipate risks to your clients or business and act quickly in the event of EU or US anti-dumping probes or litigation. In-depth coverage of enforcement actions, trials, and public statements by officials, help you predict risk and develop winning legal strategies.

Help design trade strategies by understanding trends in trade policy.

We help keep you and your clients up-to-date with changing policy in key jurisdictions. MLex provides exclusive content of new proposals that could mark changes to the EU or the US’s approach to trading with other nations and follows plans to reform the World Trade Organization.
Don't just take our word for it.
Check out these examples of our Trade coverage across the globe:

- Commerce Department’s ‘particular market situation’ approach in US dumping cases rebuffed by trade court
  [CLICK HERE TO READ MORE >]

- TikTok’s global troubles a warning for Chinese social media
  [CLICK HERE TO READ MORE >]

- Trade deals increasingly taking corruption into account
  [CLICK HERE TO READ MORE >]

About MLex

Our investigative reporters are on the ground, where you need us the most. We break news on developmental regulation from the earliest stages of industry consultation, right through enforcement and litigation from the world’s most critical centers in North America, Latin America, Europe and Asia. MLex experts provide insight that isn’t available elsewhere – our relationships with local sources allow you access to information before it is public. You can count on MLex for not only news and updates, but also expert analyses that explain how businesses are impacted, portfolios that show the history of a particular issue and source documents from regulatory agencies.
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